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Ready for an unforgettable adventure?New Mexico has some of the most diverse and beautiful
geography in the world, all in one relatively small U.S. state. There are countless incredible
attractions, stops, sites, and places to stop at and see throughout this wondrous area.How do
you know which are worth your time and which are not, and how can you see all these unique
places with as little travel frustration as possible? This book will tell you.YH Travel Guides has
done all the research and checked out all the best places in New Mexico to not only narrow
down the field to the 50 best sites but to give you all the best information you’ll need to see them
yourself.Organized by region and with one location per chapter, we have made navigating this
book as easy as possible. We have also included exact GPS locations, nearby towns, and cities,
and even if any passes, permits, or fees are needed—everything to safely let you explore all that
New Mexico has to offer.With high-quality, full-color photos of each location along with
descriptions, information, the best time of year to go, interesting facts, and so much more. This is
the only book you’ll need to complete your New Mexico Bucket List Adventure!In New Mexico
Adventure Guide, you’ll getA detailed and organized layout, allowing you to navigate your
vacation with ease.Specific GPS locations for each attraction listed, so that you have zero
difficulties finding them all.Insight into the closest nearby towns for each location discussed so
that you can easily plan housing and food arrangements.Why each of the 50 locations inside
has been hand-picked as one of the best things to do in New Mexico - rest assured knowing
you’re doing this vacation the right way.Beautiful and professional photography of each site,
allowing you to tap into the wonder and joy before you even arrive.Explicit information regarding
the passes and permits you might need for each location.The average cost for each adventure -
budget your whole trip without stress or worry.… and much more!If you’re ready for one of the
best vacations of your life, then scroll up and click the “Add to Cart” button right now.



New Mexico Adventure GuideA Bucket List Guide with 50 Remarkable Natural Wonders You
Must Visit in New MexicoYH Travel Guides© Copyright 2021 - All rights reserved.The content
contained within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated or transmitted without direct
written permission from the author or the publisher.Under no circumstances will any blame or
legal responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for any damages, reparation, or
monetary loss due to the information contained within this book, either directly or indirectly.Legal
Notice:This book is copyright protected. It is only for personal use. You cannot amend, distribute,
sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part, or the content within this book, without the consent of
the author or publisher.Disclaimer Notice:Please note the information contained within this
document is for educational and entertainment purposes only. All effort has been executed to
present accurate, up to date, reliable, complete information. No warranties of any kind are
declared or implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not engaged in the rendering of
legal, financial, medical or professional advice. The content within this book has been derived
from various sources. Please consult a licensed professional before attempting any techniques
outlined in this book.By reading this document, the reader agrees that under no circumstances
is the author responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, that are incurred as a result of the use
of the information contained within this document, including, but not limited to, errors, omissions,
or inaccuracies.ContentsIntroductionDiscover New Mexico1. Catwalk Trails Falls2. Continental
Divide Trail3. Gila Cliff Dwellings National Monument4. City of Rocks State Park5. Fillmore
Waterfall6. Bar Canyon-Soledad Canyon Waterfall7. Caballo Lake8. Bosque Del Apache
National Wildlife Refuge9. White Sand National Monument10. Ruidoso11. Roswell12.
Guadalupe Backcountry Scenic Byway13. Sitting Bull Falls14. Carlsbad Caverns National
Park15. Living Desert State Park16. Blue Hole17. Cibola National Forest18. Petroglyph National
Monument19. El Malpais National Monument20. El Morro National Monument21. Shiprock22.
Bisti/De-Na-Zin Badlands23. Ah-Shi-Sle-Pah Wilderness24. Chaco Culture National Historical
Park25. Navajo Lake26. Heron Lake27. Brazos Cliffs28. Taos Gorge/Rio Grande Gorge29. Taos
Ski Valley30. Williams Falls31. Wheeler Peak32. Red River Ski and Summer Area33. Cimarron
Canyon State Park34. Capulin Volcano National Monument35. Fort Union National
Monument36. Pecos National Historical Park37. Nambé Falls38. Camel Rock39. Turquoise
Trail40. White Rock Overlook Park Waterfall41. Upper Frijoles Falls42. Bandelier National
Monument43. Kasha-Katuwe Tent Rocks National Monument44. Valles Caldera National
Preserve45. Jemez Falls46. Spence Hot Springs47. Soda Dam48. Resumidero Falls49. Ghost
Ranch50. Ojo Caliente Mineral SpringsReferencesIntroductionHave you ever wanted to see the
beauty of New Mexico but did not know where to start or what to expect? Don’t worry, this book
has you covered!New Mexico is one of the most beautiful and historically rich states, not just in
the Southwest but in all of the United States. That is why we put together this informative and all-
encompassing guide for you. We wanted to share New Mexico’s breathtaking landscape and all
its glory with you, so we meticulously and thoroughly researched every attraction and site in the
state and condensed it into this book for you.Adventurous types looking for a new experience in



a beautiful and wondrous state will love all this book’s helpful insight into all the locations to plan
your exploits. Travel lovers and American history buffs will find the information in this book very
useful and enlightening when planning a trip to New Mexico.Included in the book is your
personal Bucket List Checklist. We want you to experience everything in this book (and more!),
so we have included a handy checklist to help you keep track of all the unbelievable experiences
you have.We also have included gorgeous full-color photos of each location so you can
appreciate the area’s natural beauty before you go and see it for yourself. We feel that the more
you know and the more you can see about the locations in this book, the easier it will be to plan
your trip. If you have ever traveled before, you know that things can go wrong in any given
situation. However, with the help of this book, the more you can plan and the more you know
what to expect, and hopefully, less will go wrong. We want you to have a fantastic experience
exploring New Mexico, and that is why we have created this book for you.How To Use This
BookWe have poured over hundreds of locations in New Mexico and narrowed down the
selection to the best to 50 magnificent places to visit and knock off your bucket list. For ease of
reading and finding, one chapter is one location, and the chapters are grouped by location. This
way, if you are in one area, you can quickly flip around before and after that chapter in the book
for other jaw-dropping locales nearby.Every chapter in this book is packed with historical
background, exciting facts, locations, directions, attractions, stuff you should know, and more. If
you are a planner-type person, you can have all the information you need before visiting all the
locations. For the fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants-types, you will have information on camping,
hidden trails, and what facilities are at each place when you show up at a site.At the bottom of
each chapter, a special section contains information on how far away the nearest town or city is,
its GPS location, and if the site needs a pass, permit, or any fees.Taking your own vehicle is the
best way to explore most, if not all, of the locations in this book. An essential item to remember is
that some of these locations are remote. They might be out in the middle of the desert or halfway
up a mountain—places that buses and taxis won’t go.The same goes for your mobile device in
remote areas. Your mobile device’s battery might die, or the signal could be lost. A mobile device
makes finding and documenting all these fabulous locations much more manageable, not to
mention safer. That being said, make sure to pack an extra battery for your mobile device and
also that the route you are taking is accessible offline. Accessible offline might mean keeping an
offline map on your mobile device or printing out a hard copy and bringing it along.Remember:
New Mexico is beautiful, but it can also be dangerous as it has deserts, mountains, and all the
extreme weather that comes with those climates.Speaking of deserts and mountains, not all of
the locations in this book have a physical address. While some of these locations in New Mexico
are remote, they are still beautiful, and we want you to see them. Therefore, we have included
GPS coordinates for each location to pinpoint exactly where they are. For simplifying purposes,
we suggest using Google Maps—one of the most popular applications in the world.Google
Maps uses a system of codes to convert the GPS coordinates into easy-to-find pin-drop
locations.Here is how to use the GPS coordinates we have provided for each location and how



to convert them in Google Maps:1) Open Google Maps, either by searching online or
downloading and opening the app on your mobile device.2) At the top of the app, where you
would typically enter an address, simply enter the GPS coordinates, as shown below.3) Make
sure to add the ‘N’ and ‘W’ after the numbers; otherwise, it will take you to China. Alternatively,
you can enter a minus (-) sign before the North coordinate.For example, here is precisely what
you can type for White Sand National Monument (Chapter 1): 32.7872N, 106.3257WOr, you can
enter the coordinates like this: 32.7872, -106.3257After entering the coordinates, tap the button
labeled “Directions” and then type in your starting point or use the “Your location” button, and
your device will input your exact GPS location. Google Maps will then configure the precise
way(s) to get from where you are to where you want to go.Some locations are within a national
park or reserve, so we have added the nearest town or city information. Also, finding
accommodation is much easier in a nearby town than at the attraction or site itself, especially if
the site is in a remote location. Many of the places in this book are massive locations or require a
hike to get to, meaning you might need a whole day or more to explore them fully. Knowing the
nearest town or city will assist you in finding appropriate accommodation.Enjoy the Book and
Enjoy New Mexico!Traveling and exploring is a way of life for some people. For others, it is just a
good time on the weekend. Wherever you lie on that scale, it doesn’t matter because New
Mexico has something for everyone, and hopefully, it will have everything for someone.We hope
you enjoy using this book as much as we did making it.Now get out there and see the wonders
and beauty of the American Southwest in New Mexico!Discover New MexicoNew Mexico is one
of the most beautiful and diverse states in America. It is one of the Mountain States of the
southern Rocky Mountains and, at its northwestern corner, joins with Colorado, Utah, and
Arizona to form what is known as The Four Corners.New Mexico’s diversity is evident in its
climate and geography, with dense forests, mountains, deserts, grasslands, and even colder
alpine weather. No wonder New Mexico’s nickname is “The Land of Enchantment.”New Mexico
boasts many rivers within its borders, including Pecos, Canadian, Gila, and San Juan, but is
most famous for the Rio Grande—tied for the fourth-longest river in the U.S. The Rio Grande
runs almost uniformly north to south and has played a significant role in New Mexico’s history.
Early European settlers lived exclusively along the Rio Grande and expanded outward
throughout its history. From the 19th century and beginning with William “Billy the Kid” Bonney,
the notorious outlaw, followed by John Denver, the popular country singer, and even Demi
Moore, the prolific actress, many famous people have called New Mexico home.New Mexico
has a long and fascinating history. Spanish explorers passed through in the early 16th century,
and there was even a Pueblo civilization around the 13th century. As you can imagine, New
Mexico was part of Mexico for many years. After many wars and foreign occupations, it was
finally admitted as the 47th state on January 6, 1912.Did you know that New Mexico is the
“Uranium capital of the world”? They have produced more uranium since World War Two than
any other place.Initially, oil was discovered, bringing wealth and more people to the state, and
then, of course, the first atomic bombs were made at Los Alamos during the Second World War.



Afterward, since so many scientists and engineers moved there, New Mexico had a higher
percentage of PhDs than any other state.More recently, New Mexico is thriving because of its
warm climate, low taxes, and spectacular natural wonders. Many people now flock to new-age
industries such as scientific research, call centers, electronic circuitry, and Indian casinos. New
Mexico has been dependent on traditional industries for its wealth for a long time. Initiatives such
as ranching, railroad transportation, and resource extraction—typically oil and gas— have
brought wealth to the state. Today, the state is the third-largest crude oil and ninth-largest natural
gas producer in America. New Mexico also has the highest proportion of federal land with oil and
gas and is also the most lucrative.Lately, New Mexico has been turning away from those
“traditional” industries and turning towards tourism. In 2006, tourists contributed $6.5 billion to
the economy, growing to $8.6 billion in 2014.Contributing to the continuing surge of tourism is
New Mexico’s vast and deep historical heritage. With two centuries of Spanish colonial rule and
over a millennium of continued habitation, New Mexico has many important cultural sites to
attract visitors. In total, New Mexico has forty-six locations listed by the U.S. National Register of
Historic Places.Also attractive to visitors are nine of the United States’ 84 national monuments,
the second-highest after Arizona. These include El Morro (proclaimed in 1906) and the Gila Cliff
Dwellings (proclaimed in 1907). In addition, New Mexico boasts the most UNESCO World
Heritage Sites in the country, with three.With all this beauty and heritage, New Mexico is a state
you will want to visit repeatedly. With the help of this book, you will know exactly where to go and
what to see. Enjoy!New Mexico Quick FactsCapital City - Sante Fe (pop. 83,776)Largest City -
Albuquerque (pop. 558,545)Area - 121,590 sq mi (5th largest in US)Population - 2,120,220
(2020, 36th in US)Official Language - NoneLanguages - English, Spanish, Navajo, Keres,
ZuniLatitude - 31°20’ N to 37°NLongitude - 103°W to 109°3’WTimezone - Mountain (UTC -
07:00)Thank you for choosing this book.If you find this book to be helpful in any way and would
like to show your support, you can do so by leaving a quick review. We read all of them and love
every time we come across a new one.Thank you for your support. We truly hope you enjoy this
book.1Catwalk Trails FallsCatwalk Trails Falls and Whitewater Canyon, where the catwalk
resides, was a central point in the area’s rich mining history. The mines above the canyon were
worked to produce ore between 1889 and 1942.Catwalk Trails Falls has a rich history of hiding
some of history’s most notorious characters: Geronimo and his Apache warriors took cover from
Army soldiers in the 1800s, and the outlaw Butch Cassidy hid out while being pursued by
detectives in the 1900s. Billy the Kid’s stepfather was a blacksmith in the now-extinct local town
of Graham.The catwalk is named for the plankways throughout the caverns, built on top of the
pipes used to bring water to the ore processing plant from horses pulling tanks below. The piping
has since been removed, but the catwalks remain. The route winds up the center of the creek
canyon, sitting about 12 feet in the air. The catwalk was restored for visitors by the Civilian
Restoration Corps in the 1930s.The first portion of the trail leads to hidden pools and waterfalls.
The waterfalls are a beautiful and magical spot considering most of the area is desert. There is a
waterfall-fed swimming pool halfway up the trail, and the waters are cool and clear; a refreshing



relief from the arid and hot desert air in the summer or any time of year with the Falls open year-
round.There are also many trails for hiking as well as spots for picnicking. Make sure to bring
water with you (even though the pipes used to carry water to the mines, they are gone now!),
and the picnic area is open from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.Closest City or Town: GlenwoodGPS
Coordinates: 33.3770° N, 108.8320° WPass/Permit/Fees: $3 per parked car at a self-pay
station, except on the first day of each month when free!2Continental Divide TrailIf you are
looking for a large-scale trip for your bucket list, then the Continental Divide Trail might be for
you.The Continental Divide Trail (CDT) is a U.S. National Scenic Trail measured by the
Continental Divide Trail Coalition to be 3,028 miles long in total, 820 miles of it through New
Mexico. It was established in 1978 by the U.S. Congress and weaves its way from Alberta,
Canada through Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, and, of course, New Mexico, continuing
through to Mexico.There are so many unique and spectacular views along the way it would be a
disservice to try to describe them all in this chapter. They must be seen to be believed. Red rock
cliffs, remarkable skylines, adobe architecture, and impressive mountain ranges are just some of
the vistas you can expect along the trail, not to mention the diverse flora and animals
throughout.The CDT makes its way through the Big Hatchet Mountain Wilderness, the Gila
Wilderness, the San Pedro Parks, the Aldo Leopold Wilderness, the Rio Puerco, El Malpaís, and
the Chama River Wilderness. Geronimo and ancient traders followed this trail, and there are
many other significant historical sites along the way.The best time to attempt the trail going
northbound is March or April because the air will be cooler. On average, hikers take
approximately one month to get through New Mexico. Make sure not to arrive in Colorado too
early, as snow will make the trail more difficult and dangerous. The Crazy Coot Monument is the
most commonly recognized starting point. It is a very remote location, only accessed by a dirt
road, and the closest town is Columbus.Closest City or Town: ColumbusGPS Coordinates:
(Crazy Coot Monument) 31.4969° N, 108.2088° WPass/Permit/Fees: Recreational Access
Permit is $35.3Gila Cliff Dwellings National MonumentThe Gila Cliff Dwellings consist of 553
acres of canyons, mesa, bluffs, and rivers. There is also the Gila Hot Springs, and the whole
area was covered in volcanic ash, which are remnants of past volcanic activity back in the
Oligocene epoch. More recently, a resort has been established at the hot springs, and mummies
were found; however, most were looted by private collectors.Located in the outer portion of
Catron County, The Gila Cliff Dwellings were temporary shelters used by nomadic people as far
back as the late 1200s. The people of the Mogollon Culture built rooms, made pottery, and
raised their families within the protective confines of the rocks. Eventually, the Mogollon moved
on, leaving their history behind for viewing. President Theodore Roosevelt created the National
Monument in 1907 to protect the Gila Cliff Dwellings and the surrounding beauty of the
wilderness.Archaeologists have discovered 46 rooms in the five caves on Cliff Dweller Canyon
that were believed to be occupied by around 15 families. The reason why the caves were
abandoned is unknown. Visitors can walk the Cliff Dweller Trail, which has access to all the cliff
dwellings, and there is also a visitors center and contact station open.The trail is about one-mile



round-trip, is moderately strenuous, and takes 60 to 90 minutes. It is recommended that visitors
wear layers, have sturdy shoes, and bring plenty of water. There is no other food or drinks
allowed on the trail, and visitors must exit the monument by 4 p.m.There is a museum located on
the site containing many artifacts and information. Additionally, more ruins sites, fishing along
the Gila River, and many more hiking trails are also available for your enjoyment.Closest City or
Town: Silver City (about a 1.5-hour drive)GPS Coordinates: 33.2273° N, 108.2723° WPass/
Permit/Fees: Free!4City of Rocks State ParkCity of Rocks State Park consists of large
sculptured, pinnacle-shaped, or boulder-shaped rock formations—referred to as “the city”—that
can rise as high as 40 feet. The Park is 1,230 acres and is about halfway between Silver City and
Denning at an elevation of 5,259 feet.The bedrock of the City of Rocks was created about 35
million years ago by a volcanic eruption. Following millions of years of erosion, the rows of
monolithic rocks were formed and appear as you see them today. The explosion was created
from the Emory Caldera, which is at the southern end of the Black Range, and covered the area
in Kneeling Nun Tuff, making the area’s bedrock.There are great walking, hiking, rock climbing,
picnicking, and camping opportunities in City of Rocks State Park. Also, there is wildlife viewing,
birding, and dark night-sky viewing through a 14-inch telescope at the new Star Observatory.
Mountain biking, 5.5 miles of hiking trails, picnic areas, interpretive trails, cactus gardens, and a
desert botanical garden round out this beautiful area’s attractions. There is also a Visitor’s
Center with a large display area, books, maps, and tons of information.
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Aleksei Rogulin, “Well organised and well formatted. I like these short but comprehensive
descriptions of places that the author suggests visiting. You can find even a ticket's cost in there!”

Michael Burnett, “A perfect book to get an easy overview of NM. I wish I had this book before I
spent two weeks trying out vanlife in NM and CO this summer. Some of the places described in
this book look amazing and I drove past a few not knowing about them. I’ll be sure to visit them
on my next road trip. The only this about the Kindle version I didn’t like was the resolution of the
map on my iPhone.If you’re headed to NM, I highly recommend you have this book handy!”

Don B, “Nice guide for visiting the natural wonders of New Mexico. This travel/adventure guide
gives a nice flavor of what New Mexico has to offer. The detailed info about each of the 50
highlighted attractions can enhance any scenic voyage through this Land of Enchantment. A
representative photo in each section also adds a nice dimension.”

Doc Marine, “Makes me want to travel!. I have been wanting to visit New Mexico, and now with
this guide I feel more equipped than ever! This book contains awesome activities, sites, and
more for you to do while travelling in New Mexico. If you have an adventurous spirit then this is
for you!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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